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 Cohen is the founder and major representative of Analytic Marxism. The 
academic thrust of Cohen’s life and final point is to explore the equality of socialism. 
The collapse of the Soviet Union and the drastic changes in Eastern Europe make the 
socialism face an unprecedented challenge and crisis in the world, and the socialist 
movement is at a low ebb. In this context, Cohen's fair thoughts come into being, he 
use his firm position of the theory and the outstanding theoretical achievements to 
defend the socialist value norms, that make his fair thoughts cause wide public 
concern in the British and American political philosophy. At the same time, Nozick’s 
theory of justice in holdings justifies capitalism rather than socialism and the lacking 
of the equal values theory in traditional Marxist theory, the two together constitute the 
direct cause of the the Cohen’s fair thoughts. 
 This paper analyzes the Cohen’s contradiction and criticism of Nozick’s theory of 
justice in holdings and the justice principle of Rawls, and reveals the difference 
between Cohen and the two in fair thoughts. This reflects Cohen insist on the 
compatibility of freedom and equality and the ideological of absolute total and 
absolute equality. On this basis, this paper analyzes and summarizes Cohen’s 
socialist principle of equal opportunity, shared principles and the technical problems 
of socialist society organizations. Also it tries to present the Cohen’s socialist fair 
thoughts thorough and comprehensive. 
 System analysis and understanding of Cohen’s fair thoughts help us 
comprehensive understand the direction of the development of contemporary political 
philosophy and moral philosophy, and enrich our perspectives of criticizing capitalism 
and defending socialism. More importantly, it helps us to re-examine the equal values 
of socialism, this has extremely important practical significance for China to enrich its 
harmonious society theory and construct a fair and equal socialist society 
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